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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Classify 3-dimensional Congruent figures Alike

Attribute Curve Circle 2-dimensional

1. __________ - lying on a plane; flat

2. __________ - a solid shape that has length, width, and
height

3. __________ - same amount, quantity or size

4. __________ - a characteristic of an object, such as color,
shape and size

5. __________ - a plane shape drawn by a curved line that is
always the same distance from the center; a figure with no
sides

6. __________ - to sort into categories or to arrange into
groups by characteristics

7. __________ - exactly the same; identical in size and shape

8. __________ - a line that is rounded; a line that is not
straight
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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Classify 3-dimensional Congruent figures Alike

Attribute Curve Circle 2-dimensional

1. 2-dimensional - lying on a plane; flat

2. 3-dimensional - a solid shape that has length, width, and
height

3. Alike - same amount, quantity or size

4. Attribute - a characteristic of an object, such as color,
shape and size

5. Circle - a plane shape drawn by a curved line that is always
the same distance from the center; a figure with no sides

6. Classify - to sort into categories or to arrange into groups
by characteristics

7. Congruent figures - exactly the same; identical in size and
shape

8. Curve - a line that is rounded; a line that is not straight
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